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GET SOME BALLOONS











No Results Found
The page you requested could not be found. Try refining your search, or use the navigation above to locate the post.
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Delivery Available 
Delivering all areas of Ipswich,
Brisbane CBD, and South Brisbane.






100% Satisfaction Guarantee
Our designers do our best to make sure when we leave you have a smile!






Secure Payment
Prompt and secure payment options.







Contact Us


We are really nice people and love to talk.




Name


Email Address


Phone Contact


Message

Reason
Reason
General Enquiry
Booking an Event!
Balloon Twisters!
Balloon Twisting Workshops!




Send a Message
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 Phone: 0411 815 676


Email: balloons@balloonsgalore.net.au
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Reviews




     Excellent  
     Based on 35 reviews 
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   Jessica Moore 
 2023-11-09
 
 
  Cannot thank Benji at Balloons Galore enough.  He went above and beyond to help me as I was out of town trying to organise a surprise balloon decoration for my daughter's small wedding this week & it was a tricky space to worth with as well. Everyone commented at the Restaurant & photographer how good the backdrop behind the cake cutting looked. Definitely recommend using Balloons Galore for your next event. Thanks again Helen & Jessica Moore
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   Pro Seal QLD 
 2023-08-07
 
 
  Benji absolutely nailed it 🙌  I called for an urgent request and he made our photo shoot look amazing with balloons. Ordered and Delivered within 2 hours of our booking. This business sets the benchmark in the balloon business. Wil
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   Daniel Sutter 
 2023-04-27
 
 
  I recently had the pleasure of using Balloons Galore Brisbane for a special event. Benji cared and was very helpful. The ballon arrangements were a fantastic addition to our event and we would highly recommend.  From start to finish, great service. 👍
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   Dylan Wearne 
 2023-02-06
 
 
  I recently had some work done by Benji from Balloons Galore and I have to say, his creativity and willingness to go above and beyond truly impressed me. From the first moment, I could tell that he had a passion for what he does. His attention to detail and ability to bring my vision to life with balloons was truly remarkable. Not only was he able to provide me with the perfect decorations, but he also offered helpful suggestions that elevated the overall look. I was blown away by his level of customer service and his commitment to making sure that everything was perfect. I highly recommend Benji and Balloons Galore for all your decoration needs.

They are truly the best in the business! 🎈🎈🎈🎈
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   Diane Murray 
 2023-02-01
 
 
  Did a fabulus job at my daughter's engagement. Even came 3 hours early at short notice due to lock down announced during COVID.
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   Joe Paul 
 2023-02-01
 
 
  A great business run by people who are passionate about what they are doing. I'd eat concrete before getting my balloons from anyone else.
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   Ethan Jarvis 
 2023-02-01
 
 
  Love love loved this place! My request was met perfectly and everything was made at a good, reasonable price. Friendly staff also who made the experience much more reliable.
Would definitely buy from here again!
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   Georgia Takacs 
 2023-02-01
 
 
  I recently had the pleasure of working with Balloons Galore for a special event, and I was blown away by their services! From start to finish, the team was professional, friendly and exceeded all of my expectations. The balloons they provided were of top-notch quality and added an extra pop of color and excitement to the event. The arrangements were stunning and exactly what I had envisioned. The staff was efficient, accommodating and went above and beyond to ensure the event was a success. I cannot recommend Balloons Galore enough! If you're looking for a company that takes pride in their work and delivers outstanding results, look no further! Five stars, hands down!
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   Sam Ainslie 
 2023-02-01
 
 
  Had the pleasure of meeting the new owner (Benji), assisted with a number of events. Balloons Galore has an exceptional range of stock with nearly limitless options available to choose from, always delivers on time. Highly recommended.
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   Myles Larsen 
 2023-01-08
 
 
  Unforgettable experience! My kids were overwhelmed by the customer service and I would recommend these guys for future functions
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